LOOKING FOR UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS?
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Tuesday, 18 November 2008

LOOK NO FURTHER THAN simplyvital.com
Simplyvital.com is offering an exclusive collection of energy therapy gifts that may help your friends
and family deal with the credit crunch.
Gift Box - Prosperity - £27.50
Helps attract abundance to enrich material and personal security and helps remove any emotional blocks
preventing this. Contains: Aromamist Spray made with organic essential oils Orange, Cardamom,
Grapefruit, Lemon, Cinnamon and Geranium to use on or around the body, Candle made with Soya wax and
infused with organic essential oils of Cinnamon, Orange and Cardamom and Natural Soap - hand made with
fairly traded raw materials; olive oil from Palestine, coconut oil from Ghana and organic essential oils
of Cinnamon, Orange and Cardamon.
Manifestation Symbol Pendant £30.00
The manifestation symbol helps to manifest what we need in our life. The beautiful golden citrine crystal
set into this stylish silver pendant is used to bring abundance and prosperity. It can attract wealth and
help preserve finances while helping to keep you calm and positive.
40 x 40mm
Protection Symbol Pendant £30.00
This powerful symbol can be used to protect the wearer from different forms of negative energy. The
Obsidian crystal protects from physical and emotional harm and transforms any negative energies in the
surrounding atmosphere. It also helps to maintain a positive outlook.
53 x 55mm
Stress Release Symbol Pendant £30.00
This symbol eases the effects of stress. It holds the intention of releasing the energy imprints caused
by general disharmony, upsets, shocks, trauma and accidents.
Gift Box - Joy £27.50
Creates an uplifting and joyful feeling and contains: Aromamist Spray with organic essential oils of
Bergamot, Lemon and Sandalwood, Candle made with Soya wax and infused with organic Bergamot, Lemon and
Sandalwood essential oils and Natural Soap that is hand made with fairly traded raw materials; olive oil
from Palestine, coconut oil from Ghana and organic essential oils of Bergamot, Lemon and Sandalwood.
Gift Box - Love £27.50
Creates a loving atmosphere in and around the user or can be used to create a special romantic
atmosphere. Contains: Aromamist Spray with organic essential oils of Rose, Geranium, Palmarosa, Lavender,
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Marjoram and Chamomile, Candle infused with organic Rose, Ylang Ylang and Geranium essential oils and
Natural Soap - hand made with fairly traded raw materials; olive oil from Palestine, coconut oil from
Ghana and organic essential oils of Rose, Ylang Ylang and Geranium.
Healing Symbol Pendant £30.00
This symbol invokes the universal energies of love and compassion - energy waves with the highest
vibration. The pendant includes a cabochon of amethyst that embellishes the piece with its own energy
powers. Amethyst eases the clearing of negativity and uplifts energy to higher vibrations.
Size:
25mm x 35mm
For details or to order please contact www.simplyvital.com or call 0870 6091180
~ ends ~
Issued on behalf of:Simply Vital Ltd
By:Partners in PR
Press contact:jackie@partnersinpr.co.uk – 01409 281749
Editors notes:
Soil Association Approved
All the products in the gift boxes are 100% organic sourced from ethical suppliers, small producers,
women’s collectives and fair trade organisations around the world.
Unique jewellery based on ancient healing symbols
The symbols are based on powerful and ancient sacred symbols to invoke universal healing energies to
uplift, strengthen or protect the energy of the wearer. The intention of the gemstone mounted in each
piece has been selected to enhance the energies of the symbol.
Energy therapy
Set to become the medicine of the 21st century, energy therapy is currently used more in the beauty field
and by holistic practitioners who use homeopathic and flower essence treatments etc. The aim of all forms
of energy therapy treatments is to enhance life energy by restoring energetic order.
As well as the above gift range, Simply Vital Ltd distributes a range of health and wellbeing products
which:
•are developed and produced in accordance with strict regulatory
requirements
•are based on good science and are supported by clinical trials
•encourage healing at the deepest level
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•work in synergy with other complementary therapies
•are suitable for vegetarians and vegans
Find out more at www.simplyvital.com
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